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Home - Smart Specialisation Platform
webOS, also known as LG webOS and previously known as Open webOS, HP webOS and Palm webOS, is a Linux kernel-based multitasking operating
system for smart devices such as smart TVs that has also been used as a mobile operating system.Initially developed by Palm, Inc. (which was
acquired by Hewlett-Packard), HP made the platform open source, at which point it became Open webOS.
Samsung Smart Hub Streaming Platform | Sound & Vision
At the end of the day, the Samsung Smart TV OS is one of the most polished smart-TV experiences out there, making it a great entertainment
platform, and the best smart-home control center on the ...
Smart Spaces | Smart Building PropTech - IoT Platform
Tuya Smart is a global IoT platform that enables smart home products to come to life for brands, OEMs, manufacturers, and retail chains. Providing a
one-stop smart home solution covering Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Zigbee, or GPRS Embedded Modules, secured cloud services, and custom app development.
Also, forms a service closed-loop of AI + manufacturing.
Samsung Smart Hub 2014 Web Platform Reviewed
Smart Building OS is a 360° software platform that allows you to connect with every operational part of your building. In addition, a bespoke network
of sensors, hardware and BIM modelling provides real-time data, allowing you smart connectivity and live visualisation so you can clearly see the
impact of every smart decision you make.
SMART Signage Platform | Samsung SSP | Samsung Business
TechSmart teachers and students can access the TechSmart Platform here.
List of smart TV platforms and middleware software - Wikipedia
In 2013, LG bought webOS from Hewlett-Packard. In 2014, LG replaced the proprietary smart platform in its networkable TVs with webOS, which is
now in use on every new smart LG TV. Updates led to ...
SmartKey DeFi Connector - The platform connecting the ...
Plus, this latest generation of LG's exclusive, award-winning Smart TV platform is incredibly easy to use with Magic Remote 3, Magic Mobile
Connection and Magic Zoom, plus simple setup and content discovery. webOS is also compatible with next-generation 4K Ultra HD programming 1,
as well as High Dynamic Range (HDR) movies and TV shows.
Komodo - An Open, Composable Smart Chain Platform
Integrate with FormSmarts Web API. Integrate your website, database or any web app with the FormSmarts platform using our web API. With the
Webhook API, you can set FormSmarts to send machine processable ‘push’ notifications to your website, allowing you to process the information
submitted through an online form automatically and in real-time.

A Smart Web Platform For
LG’s webOS platform was the first smart platform to be truly and exhaustively designed for use on TVs rather than other smart devices. And while
some systems have played catch in recent years, many of them have taken a lot of inspiration from LG’s efforts. The key to its success is its sheer
simplicity and economy.
Smart TVs explained - everything you need to know ...
The S3 Platform provides advice to EU countries and regions for the design and implementation of their Smart Specialisation Strategy (S3): Provide
guidance material and good practice examples Inform strategy formation and policy-making
Tuya Smart - World’s leading IoT Platform | Bringing Best ...
SMART Signage Platform. Structured for complex applications, the Samsung SMART Signage Platform (SSP) connects you with our partner ecosystem
to help you build a custom-tailored solution. Streamline deployment and manage content remotely across multiple displays and locations through
this open and integrated player side media platform.
LG Smart TV w/ webOS: A World of Content | LG USA
A cross-platform high-performance OpenGL based HTML5 engine licensed to third parties and other commercial partners as OEM. Also known as
'QCast'. Smart TV platforms utilized by vendors [ edit ]
Smart Adserver | The Most Powerful Adserving and RTB Platform
Samsung's Smart Hub is an ever-evolving Web platform; each year, the company seems compelled to tweak things to alter the user experience -sometimes dramatically, sometimes subtly. While the ...
Best smart TV 2020: the smartest TVs you can buy | TechRadar
SmartKey is a working platform connecting the physical world with the world of modern, decentralized DeFi economy – the Ethereum and Waves
ecosystems. The project makes it possible to connect the DeFi Smart Contract through advanced connectors: Level I, connecting mobile
applications, systems, passive sensors, surveillance systems.
Who Makes the Smartest Smart TV? Here Are the Results ...
Antara Smart Chains are future-proof, allowing projects to scale to multiple chains, and even tokenize to become their own platform. The Antara
Integration Layer lowers the barriers to blockchain adoption by providing a standard, open API. Komodo also offers a comprehensive portfolio of
white label products to help you go to market faster, including a multi-coin wallet, atomic swap DEX, custom ...
The best smart TV platforms for 2020
Smart TVs are ubiquitous these days, of course – as it's hard to find a TV without a smart platform for accessing apps and online catchup services. ...
Web notifications
LG webOS Smart TV Platform Reviewed
Samsung’s smart TV platform might use the Tizen operating system, but it’s clearly been inspired by LG’s webOS. That isn’t necessarily a bad thing,
because LG’s ground-breaking platform ...
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webOS - Wikipedia
Now dubbed the Smart Hub, it turns the TV into a robust media streamer that rivals the best standalone media players. Thanks to Samsung’s opensource philosophy, developers have created hundreds of apps (sometimes exclusive) to run on the company’s sets and Blu-ray players, and the
Smart Hub can stream online video or media from your home network, surf the Web, and play games.
Online Form Builder - Create Forms Now with our Easy ...
Smart provides a powerful self-service Demand Side Platform (DSP) called LiquidM to help agencies, direct advertisers, and trading desks scale
programmatic marketing efforts and maximize revenues. The LiquidM platform provides an intuitive UI, extensive global reach, and efficient
campaign management tools.
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